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This paper investigates the relationship between land tenure security and credit use, investments in land improvements and 
complementary short-tenn input use, and yields in small scale agriculture. Data for the study were gathered by means of a smvey 
interview of fanners in the Small Scale Commercial Sector, Resettlement Areas and Communal Areas of Zimbabwe. Descriptive 
statistics indicate that investments in land improvements and short tenn input use is greatest in areas where tenure is most secure. 
Households lacking exclusive and assured land rights have little incentive to invest in agriculture. However, little evidence 
supporting the benefits ofland titling is provided. 

DIE INTERAKSIE TUSSEN GRONB~ITSEKERHEID EN L4NDBOUPRODUK11WITEIT IN ZIMBABWE 
Hierdie referaat ondersoek die vemouding tussen grondbesitsekemeid en kredietgebroik, be/egging in grondverbeterings en 
gepaardgaande karttemryn-insetgebroik en opbrengste in kleinskaalse landbou. Data vir die navorsing is ingesamel deur middel 
van n opname oor boere in die Kleinskaal Kommersii!lesektor, Hen,estigingsgebiede en Gemeenskapsgebiede van Zimbabwe. 
Besloywende statistiek dui aan dat beleggings in grondverbeterings en karttemryn-insetgebroik die grootste is in gebiede lmllr 
besitreg die sekerste is. Daarenteen het huishoudings wat uitsluitlike en versekerde grondbesit karl, min aansporing om in die 
landbou te bele. Min bewyse wat die voordele van besitregverlening ondersteun, word egter verskaf 

1. Introduction 

Issues relating to land and tenure reform in Southern Afiican 
cOlmtries have attracted considerable research recently 
following increasing attention to the development of the 
small scale agricultural sector. Despite this, the land tenure 
debate is regarded as sensitive and somewhat controversial, 
since some argue strongly for communal ownership 
(Bromley, 1989; 1994; VandenBrink, 1994), others for 
individual ownership (Feder & Norohna, 1987; Feder & 
Onchan, 1987) while others contend that land tenure has 
limited impact on productivity and investment (Place and 
Hazell, 1993). 

This issue, nonetheless, is of great importance to agricultural 
production in South Afiica. Research in KwaZulu-Natal 
indicates that market failure has resulted in communal areas 
as there is no opportunity cost to penaliz.e the non-use of 
land, and externalities (both positive and negative) are not 
internalized because of the free.rider problem. Additionally, 
it is argued that any land reform programme which talces 
land out of commercial production under formal private 
tenure, and resettles it under a land tenure institution which 
does not facilitate economic interaction or adequately 
internalize externalities, will reduce the level of agricultural 
production and conservation on that land. 

The hypothesis to be investigated in this paper is that land 
tenure security affects both investment incentives and the 
availability of resources to finance investment in land. 
Section 2 provides an overview of recent research into land 
tenure issues in Southern Afiica. Section 3 details the choice 
of study area and the collection of data used in the study 
while Section 4 and 5 describe aspects of land tenure 
security on both arable and grazing land in the chosen areas. 
Credit use, on-fann investments, input use and yields 
observed in the sample are reported in Section 6, and 
concluding comments are presented in Section 7. 
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2. Tenure security and agricultural 
productivity 

A commonly held view amongst development specialists is 
that land tenure reform is a precondition for economic 
development Traditional communal tenure is often regarded 
as inefficient since land is assigned z.ero opportunity cost 
even in conditions of land scarcity, resulting in inefficient 
resource allocation (Nieuwoudt, 1990). By way of contrast, 
individual ownership (most commonly demarcation and 
registration by means of freehold title) is often viewed as a 
superior tenure system (Barrows & Roth, 1990). According 
to Feder & Noronha (1987), the evolution of permanent and 
enforceable land rights increases tenure security and is 
closely related to advances in farming technology and 
efficient recourse allocation, provided the land registration 
system is effective and governments ensure that land rights 
are enforceable. 

Arising from this are several specific hypotheses regarding 
economic behaviour. Compared with weak or insufficient 
property rights, individualized rights based on economic 
theory are believed to, firstly, increase tenure security 
thereby facilitating the evolution of a land market by 
increasing the certainty of contracts and lowering 
enforcement costs. Such a land market promotes efficient 
land use as an opportunity cost is imposed on the non-use or 
under-use of land (Nieuwoudt, 1990). Secondly, secure 
tenure is expected to encourage greater on-farm investments 
and short-term complementary input use as the benefits of 
such investment are to a large degree internalized, either in 
use or upon alienation (Feder & Onchan, 1987). Finally, 
secure tenure and a well functioning land market allows the 
individual to use the land as collateral, increasing his/her 
ability to invest in the land (Pasour, 1990:202). 

However, limited neoclassical theory predicting that 
individualized tenure will increase tenure security appears 
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inadequate in explaining the results of titling programmes in 
Afiica (Barrows & Roth, 1990). Analysis of survey data 
from Kenya, Ghana and Rwanda did not reveal any 
significant relationship between farm productivity and 
"complete" transfer rights to land (Place & Hazell, 1993). In 
Kenya, the expected gains in agricultural productivity and 
resource management did not materializ.e following a land 
registration programme in the 1950's (Barrows & Roth, 
1990). 

As an alternative, Place et al (1994: 19) define tenure 
security as a function of three components, viz. breadth, 
duration and assurance of property rights, with legal and 
economic dimensions. The breadth, or robustness, of rights 
defines the legal quantity or bundle of rights held over the 
land (use, transfer and exclusion rights). The duration is the 
length of time during which the bundle of rights is legally 
valid. Investments require that the time horizon be 
sufficiently long to enable the land holder to recoup with 
confidence economic returns accruing to the investment. 
Assurance defines the certainty with which legal definitions 
of breadth and duration are held Iflegal procedures to settle 
property rights disputes are vague, or their outcomes 
uncertain, tenure is insecure. From an economic perspective, 
if any one of these conditions is lacking, tenure is not secure 
(Lyne and Roth, 1994). 

3. Data collection 

Data for this study were gathered by means of a survey 
interview of small scale farmers in Zimbabwe, during April 
1995. The study area was stratified according to different 
tenure characteristics. Three strata were identified, namely 
the Small Scale Commercial Sector (SSCS), the Model A 
Resettlement Area (RA) and the Communal Area (CA). 
Within each stratum, a simple random sample of the 
sampling unit (the household) was drawn and the household 
head interviewed. A sample of 119 respondents was 
recorded, 40 from the SSCS, 39 from the RA and 40 from 
the CA 

4. Land tenure security: arable land 

4.1 Land tenure in the small scale commercial 
sector 

The SSCS accounts for only 3,6 per cent of Zimbabwe's 
land area. The average farm size is 132,7 hectares, with 16 
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hectares of arable land. In the SSCS, land is initially held 
under a long-tenn lease from the government with an option 
to purchase. Once this option has been exercised, 
individuals are granted freehold title to the land and can 
enter into land transactions. 

Statistics describing tenure characteristics are presented in 
Table 1. Although freehold tenure grants an individual 
exclusive land rights, de facto individual rights in the SSCS 
vary considerably. Firstly, of the 40 SSCS fanners 
interviewed, 28 (70 per cent) had title deeds to their land 
However, in only 17 cases was the title deed registered in 
the cwrent household heads name. In the remaining 11 
titled cases, the title deeds remain registered to deceased 
persons as heirs failed to register the change of ownership, 
owing to high transaction costs. Secondly, while 
approximately 95 percent of all SSCS farmers indicated that 
they are able to specify the heir to their land, only 47.5 per 
cent believe they have the right to sell their land without the 
permission of the government. Of the 40 respondents, 24 
acquired their land by means of a land transfer. Of these, 22 
were by means of inheritance, with only 2 land purchases 
being recorded. 

Although 57,5 per cent of all SSCS households reported 
crop losses following cattle intrusions, 22 per cent of 
affected households received compensation for their losses. 
All of the court imposed fines were enforced, increasing the 
certainty of law and tenure assurance in the SSCS. The 
remaining 78 per cent settled out of court, and did not 
demand compensation. Households with registered title 
deeds had greater breadth of property rights and reported a 
lower incidence of stray cattle and crop losses compared to 
those without registered title deeds. 

4.2 Land tenure in the Resettlement Area (Model 
A : Intensive resettlement) 

The Model A (Intensive) resettlement model accounts for 
78,7 per cent of the total number of people resettled from 
1980 to 1990. Land in the resettlement area is owned by the 
government, and settlers are issued an annual (and 
conditional) permit to cultivate five hectares of arable land, 
plus access to common grazing. 

The breadth of rights over arable land in the RA is limited 
Households are not allowed to sell their allotted land. Only 
74,4 per cent ofrespondents indicated that they can specify. 

Table 1: Tenure characteristics on arable land in the SSCS, RA and CA of Zimbabwe, 1995 

sscs (40) SSCS' sscst (23) RA (39) CA(40) 
(17) 

Breadth of property rights (% ): 
Right to sell 48 65 35 3 5 
Right to bequeath 95 94 96 74 100 
Ri!!ht to exclude livestock in winter 98 100 96 3 2 

Assurance of property rights(%): 
Incidence of stray Ii vestock at planting 48 35 57 82 85 
Incidence of crop damage by stray livestock 58 47 65 82 60 
Settled out of court (with compensation) 13 0 20 8 0 
Stock owner fined in court 9 13 7 6 0 
Fine not paid 0 0 0 3 0 
Took no action against stock owner 0 0 0 25 4 

l Title deed is registered in the current household heads name. 
2 No title deed or title deed is registered in previous household heads name. 
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hectares of arable land. In the SSCS, land is initially held 
under a long-tenn lease from the government with an option 
to purchase. Once this option has been exercised, 
individuals are granted freehold title to the land and can 
enter into land transactions. 

Statistics describing tenure characteristics are presented in 
Table 1. Although freehold tenure grants an individual 
exclusive land rights, de facto individual rights in the SSCS 
vary considerably. Firstly, of the 40 SSCS fanners 
interviewed, 28 (70 per cent) had title deeds to their land 
However, in only 17 cases was the title deed registered in 
the cwrent household heads name. In the remaining 11 
titled cases, the title deeds remain registered to deceased 
persons as heirs failed to register the change of ownership, 
owing to high transaction costs. Secondly, while 
approximately 95 percent of all SSCS farmers indicated that 
they are able to specify the heir to their land, only 47.5 per 
cent believe they have the right to sell their land without the 
permission of the government. Of the 40 respondents, 24 
acquired their land by means of a land transfer. Of these, 22 
were by means of inheritance, with only 2 land purchases 
being recorded. 

Although 57,5 per cent of all SSCS households reported 
crop losses following cattle intrusions, 22 per cent of 
affected households received compensation for their losses. 
All of the court imposed fines were enforced, increasing the 
certainty of law and tenure assurance in the SSCS. The 
remaining 78 per cent settled out of court, and did not 
demand compensation. Households with registered title 
deeds had greater breadth of property rights and reported a 
lower incidence of stray cattle and crop losses compared to 
those without registered title deeds. 

4.2 Land tenure in the Resettlement Area (Model 
A : Intensive resettlement) 

The Model A (Intensive) resettlement model accounts for 
78,7 per cent of the total number of people resettled from 
1980 to 1990. Land in the resettlement area is owned by the 
government, and settlers are issued an annual (and 
conditional) permit to cultivate five hectares of arable land, 
plus access to common grazing. 

The breadth of rights over arable land in the RA is limited 
Households are not allowed to sell their allotted land. Only 
74,4 per cent ofrespondents indicated that they can specify. 

Table 1: Tenure characteristics on arable land in the SSCS, RA and CA of Zimbabwe, 1995 

sscs (40) SSCS' sscst (23) RA (39) CA(40) 
(17) 

Breadth of property rights (% ): 
Right to sell 48 65 35 3 5 
Right to bequeath 95 94 96 74 100 
Ri!!ht to exclude livestock in winter 98 100 96 3 2 

Assurance of property rights(%): 
Incidence of stray Ii vestock at planting 48 35 57 82 85 
Incidence of crop damage by stray livestock 58 47 65 82 60 
Settled out of court (with compensation) 13 0 20 8 0 
Stock owner fined in court 9 13 7 6 0 
Fine not paid 0 0 0 3 0 
Took no action against stock owner 0 0 0 25 4 

l Title deed is registered in the current household heads name. 
2 No title deed or title deed is registered in previous household heads name. 
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the heir to their land. Over 97 per cent of households 
indicated that they did not have the right to exclude stock 
owners from their arable lands during winter. Moreover, 
exclusive arable rights are difficult to enforce. Eighty two 
per cent of households reported stray livestock in their fields 
at the time of planting. The same nwnber of households 
reported crop losses due to stray livestock. Eight per cent of 
these respondents received out of court compensation. Only 
two household reported the stock owner to the government 
authorities (resettlement officer). In both cases the stock 
owners were fined, but one of the fines was not enforced. 
Approximately 25 per cent of affec~ households too~ ~o 
action against stock owners. A possible reasons for this 1s 
that allotted arable lands are far from the house (average 
distance is l,03 km), and it is therefore difficult to identify 
the guilty stock owner. 

4.3 Land tenure in the Communal Area 

Title to land in Communal Areas is vested in the State. As 
long as the family resides in the area, communal ownership 
confers individual rights to plots for houses and arable land, 
and provides unlimited access to communal grazing land 
held by the community. The average farm size reported was 
3,57 hectares. 

Individuals do not have the right to buy or sell land in the 
CA, while the right to bequeath arable land was reported by 
I 00 per cent of households interviewed. On allotted arable 
land, 98 per cent of respondents indicated that they ~d not 
have the right to exclude stock owners from therr land 
during winter. As in the RA, exclusive rights to arable land 
are difficult to enforce, with 85 per cent of households 
interviewed reporting cattle intrusions at the time of 
planting. During discussions with extension official~ and 
farmers, late planting was identified as a ~jor constraint on 
production in the Communal Area. Sixty per cent of 
respondents reported crop losses due to stray cattle. ~f 
importance is that no farmers were compensated for therr 
losses. No stock owners were reported to the tribal 
authorities. Only one farmer demanded out of court 
compensation for crop damage, but the stock owner refused 
to pay. Most farmers indicated an unwillingness to report 
crop losses for fear of retribution should their cattle stray the 
following season, with 92 per cent of affected respondents 
choosing to settled out of court without compensation. 

5. Land tenure security: grazing land 

The situation on grazing land is even more extreme than that 
found on arable land in the small scale sector in Zimbabwe. 
In the SSCS, individual rights to grazing land are exclusive 
and enforceable. Although 62,5 per cent of households 
reported having problems with stray cattle entering their 
grazing lands, 80 per cent of these chased the cattle away, 
while one farmer reported the stock owner to the courts and 
was compensated. Moreover, 95 per cent of households 
adhered to the correct stocking rates for their farms. By 
contrast, only IO per cent of RA farmers, and no CA 
farmers, were aware of recommended stocking rates or 
livestock rules. Over 90 per cent of RA and CA farmers 
reported stray livestock from other villages on_ their al)otted 
communal grazing, but less than 15 per cent did anything to 
remove the livestock. Thus, although rules do exist to 
control livestock nwnbers on communal grazing in the RA 
and CA, de facto communal grazing is an open access 
resource. 
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6. The interaction between land tenure 
security and agricultural productivity 

6.1 Land rights and credit use 

Economic theory suggests that increased tenure security 
increases the supply of short-term and longer-term credit as 
land can be used as collateral to secure loans. Additionally, 
increased tenure security increases the demand for credit as 
returns from investments accrue to the operator (Blare), 
1994: 83). 

In the sample, no relationship was discernable be~een 
tenure security and the supply of short-term and medium
term credit to the SSCS, RA and CA, which is consistent 
with other studies in Afiica (see Bruce et al, 1994: 254). 
This is because government guaranteed Agricultural Finance 
Corporation (AFC) pr<><:1uction I~ are a~ailable to all 
farmers in the study region, and while land 1s preferred as 
collateral in the SSCS, it is not required as collateral in the 
RA and CA Use of AFC loans was reported by IO per cent 
of SSCS farmers, 26 per cent of RA farmers and 12.5 per 
cent of CA farmers. The insistence that SSCS farmers 
pledge land as collateral acts as a disincentive to credit use. 
While 72 per cent of SSCS farmers not using credit 
indicated that they would like to, 70 per cent of these 
farmers felt that the risk of dispossession following loan 
default was too great. No farmers in the survey used credit 
from commercial banking institutions. 

Discussions with AFC officials revealed that successful RA 
and CA applicants were chosen on the strength of their 
repayment capacity, rather than their available colla~. 
Consequently, there is a strong correlation betw~ credit 
use and farm size, and credit use and gross farm mcome 
(r=0,4643°

0 

and 0,9183°
0 

respectively). Reasons_for this are 
twofold. Firstly, larger farmers are more creditworthy by 
virtue of their larger gross farm incomes, increasing the 
supply of credit. Secondly, larger farmers have increased 
investment incentives as costs are spread over a larger 
output, increasing the demand for longer-term fmancing. 

6.2 Land rights and land improvements 

Information on the incidence of 8 types of land 
improvements made _since acquisition was collec~ fi:om 
each household interviewed. These data were combmed mto 
investments in livestock production (fencing and 
establishing pastures), investments in crop production (soil 
liming and fencing arable lands), long-~ land 
improvements ( conservation measures and establishing ~ee 
crops) and investments in farm buildings and housing 
(Table2). 

The expected theoretical relationship was found to be 
strong. Households with more secure property rights (SSCS 
farmers) invested more in all land improvements than those 
with less secure rights (CA and RA farmers). Moreover, 
investments in long-term land improvements (tree crops and 
conservation) were markedly higher in the CA than in the 
RA, presumably because of the greater breadth of ~perty 
rights in the CA (greater right to bequeath land). Fifty I?CT 
cent of CA farmers had planted tree crops, compared with 
only 8 per cent of RA farmers. Inv~ents _in l~d 
conservation was common in all strata, m lme with strict 
conservation legislation on arable land. 
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Table 2: Land improvements in the SSCS, RA and CA of Zimbabwe, 1995 

sscs (40) 
Livestock Investments(%): 

fencing 
pastures 

Arable Investments(%): 
fencing 
liming 

Land Investments (% ): 
tree crops 
conservation 

Investments in livestock production is greatest in areas 
having exclusive grazing rights. Over 90 per cent of SSCS 
farmers erected cattle fences in there grazing lands, and 58.5 
per cent had established pastures or hay crops. Due to the 
unrestricted access to the communal grazing in the RA and 
CA, Jess than 3 per cent of RA and no CA farmers planted 
pastures. Even on arable land, _RA and CA ho~holds do 
not have the incentive to establish pastures for livestock, as 
arable land reverts to communal grazing in winter. It is 
striking that 44 per cent of the cattle herd in the CA and 30 
per cent of the herd in the RA died as a result of fodder 
shortages in the 1992 drought, compared to only 22 per cent 
in the SSCS. 

6.3 Land rights, input use and agricultural 
productivity 

Statistics describing farm production characteristics for the 
1993-1994 agricultural season are presented in Table 3. For 
short term input use, tenure security is likely to be less of an 
issue as benefits can be captured by the operator at the end 
of the season. The survey revealed that over 90 per cent of 
all households interviewed purchased short-term inputs 
(fertilizer and seed). Crop expenditure and yields per 
hectare are greatest in the RA, suggesting that temporary 
occupation permits provide suffici~t incentives to ~vest in 
short term inputs. However, the mfluence of agncultural 
potential on investment incentives and yield cannot be 
ignored. While over 95 per cent of SSC~ f~ers and all C~ 
farmers are situated Natural Region 4, identified as a semi-

90 
58 

90 
15 

90 
93 

RA(39) CA (40) 
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extensive farming region not suited to crop production, 82 
per cent of RA farmers are situated in regions suited to crop 
production (Natural Region 2 and 3). Mor~ver, 87 J:lC:f cent 
of households in the RA have sandy clay soils, well swted to 
maize production. By contrast, more than 72 per cent of 
SSCS and CA farmers are on low potential sandy soils. 

The influence of tenure security on input use and yield is 
best demonstrated by comparing the SSCS to the CA 'J?le 
inability to enforce exclusive righ~ to arable land and claim 
compensation for crop lo~ m the CA . acts as a 
disincentive to investments m short-term mputs . ~d 
prevents timeous planting. Although ~cultural ~tential 1s 
similar in the two regions, farmers m the SSCS mvest 25 
per cent more in short-~ inputs (~ertilizer per hectare), 
and achieve more than twice the CA yield. 

Expenditure on veterinary supplies per livestock unit 
averaged Z$14,34 in the SSCS, compared to only Z$3,03 
and Z$8,07 in the RA and CA respectively. Although herd 
sizes were larger on SSCS farms, cattle ~~ were 
considerably higher than on RA and CA farms. :nus 1s to be 
expected since grazing is common property m the latter 
cases and there is little incentive for users to keep cattle for 
purposes other than as a store of. wealth. Livestock 
ownership is also highly concentrated m the RA and CA 
While only 12,5 per cent of SSCS farmers have less than 5 
head of cattle, this was reported by 28 per cent of RA and 67 
per cent of CA farmers. Consequently, 34 per cent_ of CA 
farmers did not plant all of their arable allotment owmg to a 

Table 3: Mean characteristics of SSCS, RA and CA farmers in Zimbabwe, 1993-1994 

sscs (40) RA (39) 
Natural Region' (NR) 3,95 2,95 
Soil type2 1,85 3,6 
Area planted (ha) 8,99 3,55 
Percentage of total area planted (%) 57 72 
Crop production: 
Kg fertilizer/hectare (kg) 129,74 115,75 
Crop expenditure/hectare (Z$) 235,93 250,90 
Maize yield/hectare (ZS) 2158,00 2603,14 
Crop income/hectare (Z$) 1480,55 1621,19 
Hired inputs/hectare (Z$) 175,31 42,57 
Livestock production: 
Herd size 16 13 
Vet expenditure/LU (Z$) 14,34 3,03 
Cattle sales (Z$) 2167,25 1438,72 

1 NR2 futensive farming region; NR3 Semi-intensive farming region; NR4 Semi-extensive farming region. 
2 I sandy soil; 2 sandy loam; 3 sandy clay loam; 4 sandy clay; 5 clay. 
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the heir to their land. Over 97 per cent of households 
indicated that they did not have the right to exclude stock 
owners from their arable lands during winter. Moreover, 
exclusive arable rights are difficult to enforce. Eighty two 
per cent of households reported stray livestock in their fields 
at the time of planting. The same nwnber of households 
reported crop losses due to stray livestock. Eight per cent of 
these respondents received out of court compensation. Only 
two household reported the stock owner to the government 
authorities (resettlement officer). In both cases the stock 
owners were fined, but one of the fines was not enforced. 
Approximately 25 per cent of affec~ households too~ ~o 
action against stock owners. A possible reasons for this 1s 
that allotted arable lands are far from the house (average 
distance is l,03 km), and it is therefore difficult to identify 
the guilty stock owner. 

4.3 Land tenure in the Communal Area 

Title to land in Communal Areas is vested in the State. As 
long as the family resides in the area, communal ownership 
confers individual rights to plots for houses and arable land, 
and provides unlimited access to communal grazing land 
held by the community. The average farm size reported was 
3,57 hectares. 

Individuals do not have the right to buy or sell land in the 
CA, while the right to bequeath arable land was reported by 
I 00 per cent of households interviewed. On allotted arable 
land, 98 per cent of respondents indicated that they ~d not 
have the right to exclude stock owners from therr land 
during winter. As in the RA, exclusive rights to arable land 
are difficult to enforce, with 85 per cent of households 
interviewed reporting cattle intrusions at the time of 
planting. During discussions with extension official~ and 
farmers, late planting was identified as a ~jor constraint on 
production in the Communal Area. Sixty per cent of 
respondents reported crop losses due to stray cattle. ~f 
importance is that no farmers were compensated for therr 
losses. No stock owners were reported to the tribal 
authorities. Only one farmer demanded out of court 
compensation for crop damage, but the stock owner refused 
to pay. Most farmers indicated an unwillingness to report 
crop losses for fear of retribution should their cattle stray the 
following season, with 92 per cent of affected respondents 
choosing to settled out of court without compensation. 

5. Land tenure security: grazing land 

The situation on grazing land is even more extreme than that 
found on arable land in the small scale sector in Zimbabwe. 
In the SSCS, individual rights to grazing land are exclusive 
and enforceable. Although 62,5 per cent of households 
reported having problems with stray cattle entering their 
grazing lands, 80 per cent of these chased the cattle away, 
while one farmer reported the stock owner to the courts and 
was compensated. Moreover, 95 per cent of households 
adhered to the correct stocking rates for their farms. By 
contrast, only IO per cent of RA farmers, and no CA 
farmers, were aware of recommended stocking rates or 
livestock rules. Over 90 per cent of RA and CA farmers 
reported stray livestock from other villages on_ their al)otted 
communal grazing, but less than 15 per cent did anything to 
remove the livestock. Thus, although rules do exist to 
control livestock nwnbers on communal grazing in the RA 
and CA, de facto communal grazing is an open access 
resource. 
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6. The interaction between land tenure 
security and agricultural productivity 

6.1 Land rights and credit use 

Economic theory suggests that increased tenure security 
increases the supply of short-term and longer-term credit as 
land can be used as collateral to secure loans. Additionally, 
increased tenure security increases the demand for credit as 
returns from investments accrue to the operator (Blare), 
1994: 83). 

In the sample, no relationship was discernable be~een 
tenure security and the supply of short-term and medium
term credit to the SSCS, RA and CA, which is consistent 
with other studies in Afiica (see Bruce et al, 1994: 254). 
This is because government guaranteed Agricultural Finance 
Corporation (AFC) pr<><:1uction I~ are a~ailable to all 
farmers in the study region, and while land 1s preferred as 
collateral in the SSCS, it is not required as collateral in the 
RA and CA Use of AFC loans was reported by IO per cent 
of SSCS farmers, 26 per cent of RA farmers and 12.5 per 
cent of CA farmers. The insistence that SSCS farmers 
pledge land as collateral acts as a disincentive to credit use. 
While 72 per cent of SSCS farmers not using credit 
indicated that they would like to, 70 per cent of these 
farmers felt that the risk of dispossession following loan 
default was too great. No farmers in the survey used credit 
from commercial banking institutions. 

Discussions with AFC officials revealed that successful RA 
and CA applicants were chosen on the strength of their 
repayment capacity, rather than their available colla~. 
Consequently, there is a strong correlation betw~ credit 
use and farm size, and credit use and gross farm mcome 
(r=0,4643°

0 

and 0,9183°
0 

respectively). Reasons_for this are 
twofold. Firstly, larger farmers are more creditworthy by 
virtue of their larger gross farm incomes, increasing the 
supply of credit. Secondly, larger farmers have increased 
investment incentives as costs are spread over a larger 
output, increasing the demand for longer-term fmancing. 

6.2 Land rights and land improvements 

Information on the incidence of 8 types of land 
improvements made _since acquisition was collec~ fi:om 
each household interviewed. These data were combmed mto 
investments in livestock production (fencing and 
establishing pastures), investments in crop production (soil 
liming and fencing arable lands), long-~ land 
improvements ( conservation measures and establishing ~ee 
crops) and investments in farm buildings and housing 
(Table2). 

The expected theoretical relationship was found to be 
strong. Households with more secure property rights (SSCS 
farmers) invested more in all land improvements than those 
with less secure rights (CA and RA farmers). Moreover, 
investments in long-term land improvements (tree crops and 
conservation) were markedly higher in the CA than in the 
RA, presumably because of the greater breadth of ~perty 
rights in the CA (greater right to bequeath land). Fifty I?CT 
cent of CA farmers had planted tree crops, compared with 
only 8 per cent of RA farmers. Inv~ents _in l~d 
conservation was common in all strata, m lme with strict 
conservation legislation on arable land. 
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Table 2: Land improvements in the SSCS, RA and CA of Zimbabwe, 1995 

sscs (40) 
Livestock Investments(%): 

fencing 
pastures 

Arable Investments(%): 
fencing 
liming 

Land Investments (% ): 
tree crops 
conservation 

Investments in livestock production is greatest in areas 
having exclusive grazing rights. Over 90 per cent of SSCS 
farmers erected cattle fences in there grazing lands, and 58.5 
per cent had established pastures or hay crops. Due to the 
unrestricted access to the communal grazing in the RA and 
CA, Jess than 3 per cent of RA and no CA farmers planted 
pastures. Even on arable land, _RA and CA ho~holds do 
not have the incentive to establish pastures for livestock, as 
arable land reverts to communal grazing in winter. It is 
striking that 44 per cent of the cattle herd in the CA and 30 
per cent of the herd in the RA died as a result of fodder 
shortages in the 1992 drought, compared to only 22 per cent 
in the SSCS. 

6.3 Land rights, input use and agricultural 
productivity 

Statistics describing farm production characteristics for the 
1993-1994 agricultural season are presented in Table 3. For 
short term input use, tenure security is likely to be less of an 
issue as benefits can be captured by the operator at the end 
of the season. The survey revealed that over 90 per cent of 
all households interviewed purchased short-term inputs 
(fertilizer and seed). Crop expenditure and yields per 
hectare are greatest in the RA, suggesting that temporary 
occupation permits provide suffici~t incentives to ~vest in 
short term inputs. However, the mfluence of agncultural 
potential on investment incentives and yield cannot be 
ignored. While over 95 per cent of SSC~ f~ers and all C~ 
farmers are situated Natural Region 4, identified as a semi-
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extensive farming region not suited to crop production, 82 
per cent of RA farmers are situated in regions suited to crop 
production (Natural Region 2 and 3). Mor~ver, 87 J:lC:f cent 
of households in the RA have sandy clay soils, well swted to 
maize production. By contrast, more than 72 per cent of 
SSCS and CA farmers are on low potential sandy soils. 

The influence of tenure security on input use and yield is 
best demonstrated by comparing the SSCS to the CA 'J?le 
inability to enforce exclusive righ~ to arable land and claim 
compensation for crop lo~ m the CA . acts as a 
disincentive to investments m short-term mputs . ~d 
prevents timeous planting. Although ~cultural ~tential 1s 
similar in the two regions, farmers m the SSCS mvest 25 
per cent more in short-~ inputs (~ertilizer per hectare), 
and achieve more than twice the CA yield. 

Expenditure on veterinary supplies per livestock unit 
averaged Z$14,34 in the SSCS, compared to only Z$3,03 
and Z$8,07 in the RA and CA respectively. Although herd 
sizes were larger on SSCS farms, cattle ~~ were 
considerably higher than on RA and CA farms. :nus 1s to be 
expected since grazing is common property m the latter 
cases and there is little incentive for users to keep cattle for 
purposes other than as a store of. wealth. Livestock 
ownership is also highly concentrated m the RA and CA 
While only 12,5 per cent of SSCS farmers have less than 5 
head of cattle, this was reported by 28 per cent of RA and 67 
per cent of CA farmers. Consequently, 34 per cent_ of CA 
farmers did not plant all of their arable allotment owmg to a 

Table 3: Mean characteristics of SSCS, RA and CA farmers in Zimbabwe, 1993-1994 

sscs (40) RA (39) 
Natural Region' (NR) 3,95 2,95 
Soil type2 1,85 3,6 
Area planted (ha) 8,99 3,55 
Percentage of total area planted (%) 57 72 
Crop production: 
Kg fertilizer/hectare (kg) 129,74 115,75 
Crop expenditure/hectare (Z$) 235,93 250,90 
Maize yield/hectare (ZS) 2158,00 2603,14 
Crop income/hectare (Z$) 1480,55 1621,19 
Hired inputs/hectare (Z$) 175,31 42,57 
Livestock production: 
Herd size 16 13 
Vet expenditure/LU (Z$) 14,34 3,03 
Cattle sales (Z$) 2167,25 1438,72 

1 NR2 futensive farming region; NR3 Semi-intensive farming region; NR4 Semi-extensive farming region. 
2 I sandy soil; 2 sandy loam; 3 sandy clay loam; 4 sandy clay; 5 clay. 
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lack of draught power, compared to only 10 per cent in the 
sscs. 

7. Conclusions 

Great caution is required when drawing inferences based on 
mean comparisons, as this can lead to spurious conclusions. 
However, the descriptive statistics do provide some 
evidence supporting the proposed hypotheses. On arable 
land, fmmers invested more in all land improvements in 
areas having greater tenure security (breadth, duration and 
assurance of rights). Where land rights are not transferable 
(through sale or inheritance), the lowest levels of long-term 
land investments were reported (in the RA). Moreover, 
despite differences in agricultural potential, the data suggest 
that increased tenure security has a positive impact on 
investments in short-term inputs and yield On grazing land 
the situation is more striking. Unrestricted access to 
common grazing greatly reduces individual incentives to 
invest in livestock production in the RA and CA. 

Owing to institutional constraints, the benefits ofland titling 
are not apparent in the study. The supply side effect of title 
on credit observed elsewhere (Feder and Onchan, 1987) 
were not forthcoming the small scale sector of Zimbabwe. 
Also, long-term land improvements appear equally 
prevalent on titled and untitled land in the SSCS. This is 
because, land titling in the SSCS of Zimbabwe has been 
characterised by a failure of households to register transfers 
and succession. Land title is thus not exclusive in the SSCS, 
as a result of social customs and traditional family rights 
becoming intertwined with concepts and practices of owning 
land in the freehold sense. 

Note: 

1. The authors gratefully acknowledge financial support 
from the CSD. Opinions expressed in this paper are 
those of the authors and do not reflect the views of the 
CSD. 
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COMMENT AND FAREWELL MESSAGE : REFLECTIONS ON A 
LOVE AFFAIR: A PERSONAL FAREWELL TO LEVSA 

Jerry B Eckert 
Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Stellenbosch 

Current trends transforming agriculture and rural society offer a package of new challenges to university departments of agricultural 
economics. Research, teaching and policy agendas in agriculture have shifted significantly in ways that should demand more and 
better outputs from professionals in this discipline. Limitations to meeting this challenge are explored and the logic developed to 
suggest that some of the most interesting and challenging years for South African agricultural economists lie just ahead. In a final 
section, the author bids farewell to friends and colleagues in LEVSA. 

Die huidige tendense \rot die landbou en landelike gemeenskap hervonn gee aanleiding tot 11 klomp nuwe uitdagings vir landbou
ekonomie deparlemente aan universiteite. Navorsing, ondenig en beleidsagendas binne die landbou het beduidend verskuif in 
opsigte wat meer en beter produksie van professionele persone in hierdie dissipline behoorl te vereis. Aspekte wat die suksesvol/e 
nastrewing van die uitdagings beperk word ondersoek en die logiese ajleiding word gemaak dat 11 aantal van die mees interessante 
en uitdagende J'are vir Suid-Afiikaanse landbou-ekonome voorle. In 11 finale afdeling neem die auteur afskeid van vriende en 
kol/egas in LEVSA. 

Thoughts on the Meaning of the Agricultural 
Transition for University Departments of 
Agricultural Economics 

The pace and magnitude of South Africa's agricultural and 
rural transformation do not need elaboration to the 
membership of LEVSA Our clients of all types are still 
adapting to a decade of fundamental changes in policy and 
national direction that were well described by Vink (1993) 
in his presidential address of two years ago. This 
conference's theme, the role of the agricultural economist in 
the reconstruction process, recognizes that a major 
transformation is on-going and that we, as professionals, 
have important roles to play in that transformation. 

Rural restructuring will continue and probably will 
accelerate. At the same time, it will diversify to include not 
only production agriculture but also the entirety of those 
dimensions that determine human welfare. Such basic 
change will be driven by several larger trends. Among these 
are: 

• land reform, an accepted and central national goal, 

• a newly empowered constituency which is largely poor 
and whose welfare is strongly influenced by issues of 
food security, 

• continued fluidity in human movement, with migrant 
streams increasingly targeting intermediate and smaller 
towns in rural areas, 

• fuller exposure to world markets and prices, and to 
internal and external competition, 

• regionaliz.ation of governance, 

• and, rural development initiatives under the RDP. 

This short paper confines its reflections to the implications 
of present and future change for university departments of 
agricultural economics. I will also limit my remarks to 
things that seem fairly obvious, thus saving you and I both 
the tedium ofloquacious proofs. 

First, in agricultural economics, we seem to be relatively 
successful in placing our graduates in useful and rewarding 
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employment I believe our market is not yet saturated, 
perhaps even far from it. Looking to an expanding RDP as 
its delivery mechanisms begin to work, at the reali7.ation of 
effective provincial and local governance and at the 
promised "rural" components of almost every program in 
sight, it would seem that the demand curve for capable 
graduates in agricultural economics should be shifting 
rapidly to the right. This assumption cannot be wrong as 
long as most of the nation's poverty and deprivation remains 
concentrated in rural areas and as long as democratic 
government remains committed to resolving these problems. 

From this perspective, we, as a profession, are probably not 
educating enough people in general, and obviously not 
enough blacks and women in particular. I believe that if our 
undergraduate output were increased by fifty percent for 
each of the next ten years, we would still not saturate the 
market. It is equally clear that doubling the output of 
postgraduate students would also serve the national need 
and again, there is no visible near term limit to absorbtive 
capacity for these persons. 

Second, with structural, economic and social 
transformations in agriculture and rural areas, the policy and 
program agenda has shifted. With the possible exception of 
the Post-graduate School of Agricultural and Rural 
Development at Tukkies, one must ask whether or not our 
curricula have adequately evolved to meet these new 
developments. To serve rural transformation, are we 
teaching enough of rural change, small-scale farming 
systems, rural governance and administration, community 
process and process leadership, land and resource 
economics, to name but a few? To accommodate market 
liberalization and the Uruguay round of GATT, are we 
teaching enough agribusiness, trade theory, forecasting and 
price theory, again just to name just a few? The list could 
be extended Looking to the future along any of the larger 
trends noted above suggests new courses, new course 
content, new methods and new clients. 

Perhaps there is a leadership role for LEVSA here. Rather 
than leave each institution to sort all this out for themselves, 
why not a LEVSA Task Force, commissioned by the 
association, to address the subject of changing needs and 
future goals in agricultural economics education and 
training. Not a large group, and certainly not the heads of 
departments as a group. Rather a smaller collection of 




